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vSummary
The convergence of multimedia applications and wireless communications
motivates the need to support real-time traﬃc in wireless networks. Generally,
real-time packets must be delivered to the destination before certain delay upper
bounds. This can be fulﬁlled by using earliest due date (EDD) scheduling policy
as it has been shown to minimize packet drop ratio due to delay violation in wire-
line networks. However, scheduling in wireless networks faces unique challenges
as a result of the radio characteristics. This thesis aims to deﬁne, develop and
study a variant of EDD to deliver real-time packets over wireless channels that
increases system throughput and reduces packet drop ratio simultaneously.
In the literature, feasible earliest due date (FEDD) is shown to minimize
packet drop ratio over wireless channels. However, FEDD is reactive as it stops
scheduling for a user only after its channel quality turns bad. Therefore, in this
thesis, a novel scheduling policy called proactive earliest due date (PEDD) that
adjusts a packet’s deadline in anticipation of an upcoming degradation in its
channel quality is proposed. PEDD is better than FEDD as it considers not only
the delay upper bound requirement but also the time-varying channel condition.
However, PEDD is idealistic as it assumes the channel knowledge is available
Summary vi
at all time. Therefore, a channel knowledge acquisition scheme that predicts the
next transition from good to bad channel condition is needed for packet deadline
adjustment. A realistic PEDD called R-PEDD which uses an explicit probing
mechanism to acquire channel knowledge for packet deadline adjustment is pro-
posed. However, as probe packets consume bandwidth, R-PEDD+ that derives
the required channel information from recent data packet transmissions is further
proposed. To determine the best probe interval, a cost function that considers
both channel knowledge inaccuracy and probe traﬃc intensity is formulated.
Performance analysis shows that PEDD outperforms FEDD when there is a
service order diﬀerence. Extensive simulations show that PEDD has about 30%
higher system throughput and 45 times smaller packet drop ratio compared to
FEDD. The performance diﬀerence of PEDD against that of FEDD in terms of
system throughput grows with larger values of transition rate from good to bad
channel condition α, and transition rate from bad to good channel condition β.
On the other hand, the performance diﬀerence of PEDD against that of FEDD
in terms of packet drop ratio grows only with respect to a larger value of β, but
not α. In the practical scenario, simulation results show that the performances
of R-PEDD and R-PEDD+ are not as good as PEDD, and their performance
diﬀerences against that of PEDD increase at a larger value of α because the direct
impact of channel knowledge inaccuracy on system throughput is not considered
while formulating the cost function. Thus, these policies are most suitable for
small values of α only. Also, compared to R-PEDD, the performance of R-
PEDD+ is closer to that of PEDD. However, all simulation results indicate that
Summary vii
both policies are capable of approximating the performance of PEDD in a realistic
wireless channel.
Finally, PEDD is concluded to be a better policy compared to the existing
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Recently, there is an intensive growth in the wireless networking industry.
The convergence of multimedia applications and wireless communications has
motivated the need to support real-time traﬃc in wireless networks. Many re-
search works have been done to extend the quality of service (QoS) provisioning
of wireline networks into wireless networks. Generally, wireless quality of service
(QoS) refers to the capability of a network in providing better services to satisfy
customer application requirements in the wireless channel environment. For real-
time packets, the requirement is to meet their delay upper bounds. However, this
does not come easily because of the unique characteristics of wireless channels.
The channel capacity is dynamically varying and the channel errors are bursty
in nature. Therefore, when scheduling real-time packets in wireless networks,
both delay upper bound requirement and time-varying channel conditions must
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be considered.
In this chapter, the motivation of taking a proactive approach for scheduling
real-time packets in wireless networks will be ﬁrst presented. Then, the con-
tributions of this thesis in designing, developing and studying the performance
of a proactive packet scheduling in wireless networks are presented. Lastly, the
organization of this thesis is given.
1.2 Motivation for Proactive Packet Scheduling
In the literature, there are two groups of packet scheduling policies that are
capable of providing delay upper bounds in wireless networks namely generalized
processor sharing (GPS) [1], [2] and earliest due date (EDD) [3]. In GPS, a weight
is normally assigned to every user based on its packet delay upper bound. The
wireless bandwidth is then divided and shared among diﬀerent users. With the
partitioned bandwidth share, the virtual departure time for every packet of each
user can be determined. After that, GPS will always schedule the packet with the
smallest departure time among all the users to be transmitted over the wireless
channel as long as the channel condition is good. Diﬀerent GPS policies deviate
from each other in how the packet with the smallest virtual departure time is
selected for service.
Unlike GPS which guarantees a delay upper bound based on a weight that
is tightly coupled to a service rate, in EDD, each packet is directly assigned a
deadline which is the packet’s arrival time plus its delay upper bound. Then,
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EDD always schedules ﬁrst the packet with the smallest deadline as long as the
channel condition is good. Diﬀerent variants of EDD diﬀer in how the deadlines
are calculated and assigned for each arrived packet, and how the packet is selected
for service. However, compared to the rich literature one may ﬁnd in wireless
GPS, only a few works on wireless EDD have been proposed.
EDD has been shown to minimize packet delay violation ratio in wireline
networks in [4] and therefore it is chosen as the most suitable candidate for
scheduling real-time traﬃc in wireless networks. However, EDD is unaware of the
time-varying wireless channel conditions since it is not something that happens
in the wireline networks for which EDD was designed. Therefore, EDD should
be modiﬁed to consider these eﬀects before being applied in wireless networks.
Maintaining a high system throughput and ensuring a low packet drop ra-
tio due to delay violation are two major requirements in transporting real-time
multimedia traﬃc over the time-varying wireless channels. The challenge is made
hard not only by the shared nature of the wireless channels but also due to the
fact that each user experiences independent channel conditions as a result of ra-
dio characteristics. The currently proposed packet scheduling such as feasible
earliest due date (FEDD) [5] is not perfect as it does not foresee future variations
in the channel conditions in order to improve the scheduling performance. In
fact, FEDD is identical to EDD but schedules only packets from the users with
good channel quality. FEDD is reactive as it stops scheduling for a user after the
user’s channel quality turns bad. FEDD is also idealistic as it assumes the channel
knowledge is available at all time. In this thesis, a proactive packet scheduling
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in contrast to reactive packet scheduling such as FEDD is proposed to handle
the twin problems of delay upper bound requirement and time-varying channel
conditions faced by real-time traﬃc in wireless networks. Such a novel scheduling
policy is called proactive earliest due date (PEDD) [6], [7] to diﬀerentiate itself
from FEDD. PEDD predicts the future channel transitions from good to bad
channel condition and makes necessary packet deadline adjustment to prevent
the real-time packets from entering bad channel duration before these packets
are scheduled. This is because the packet deadline may have expired when the
channel recovers to good channel condition. It is shown that by proactively ad-
justing the packet deadline in anticipation of an upcoming degradation in the
channel condition, the throughput of the system can be increased together with
a decrease in the packet drop ratio. Therefore, PEDD is better than FEDD as it
considers both the delay upper bound requirement of real-time packets as well as
the time-varying channel conditions.
However, PEDD is also idealistic as it assumes the scheduler has perfect chan-
nel knowledge at all time. Therefore, a channel knowledge acquisition scheme for
PEDD is needed. From the literature, those reported channel knowledge acquisi-
tion schemes are insuﬃcient for PEDD as they only obtain channel information
to predict whether the channel is in good or bad condition at a particular instant
or to estimate the bad channel period. A channel knowledge acquisition scheme
for PEDD not only needs to estimate the bad channel duration, but also to pre-
dict how long the channel will stay in good channel condition before it enters
bad channel condition. This channel transition time from good to bad condition
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must be predicted accurately before it happens so that the packet deadline can be
adjusted accordingly. A new channel knowledge acquisition scheme is developed
to obtain channel information for packet deadline adjustment so that the realistic
versions of PEDD can be implemented in a practical wireless environment.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
This thesis aims to deﬁne, develop and study a variant of EDD called PEDD
to deliver real-time packets over time-varying wireless channels. It is shown in
this thesis that PEDD increases system throughput and at the same time reduces
packet drop ratio over a reactive packet scheduling such as FEDD which will con-
tinue to react to the upcoming changes in the channel conditions. The proposed
policy has been tested on diﬀerent traﬃc loads through extensive simulations.
It is found that PEDD increases system throughput as much as approximately
30% and incurs a packet drop ratio that is about 45 times lower compared to
FEDD during heavy traﬃc load. However, the improvement reduces to 18% and
3.3 times respectively when the traﬃc load is decreased 100 times compared to
the original traﬃc load because the number of packets involved in the service
reordering and packet deadline adjustment are reduced.
PEDD is idealistic as it assumes the channel knowledge is available at all
time. Therefore, a channel knowledge acquisition scheme is needed for PEDD to
obtain channel information while making scheduling decision. However, the exist-
ing channel knowledge acquisition schemes are not suﬃcient for PEDD because
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these schemes only obtain channel information to predict whether the channel
condition is good or bad at a particular instant or to estimate the bad channel
period. In fact, a new channel knowledge acquisition scheme should be devel-
oped for PEDD to predict the next transition from good to bad channel con-
dition before the transition occurs. This information is required so that PEDD
can adjust packet deadlines accordingly. Therefore, a realistic version of PEDD
called realistic PEDD (R-PEDD) that acquires channel knowledge through prob-
ing mechanism is introduced. As probe packets consume bandwidth, R-PEDD+
that derives the required channel information from recent data packet transmis-
sions is further proposed. Simulation results show that these realistic versions
of PEDD are suitable when the channel changes are less rapid. However, both
policies are capable of approximating the performance of PEDD in a realistic
wireless channel environment.
1.4 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 1, the motivation for proactive packet scheduling is ﬁrst pre-
sented. Then, the contributions of this thesis and its organization are presented.
In Chapter 2, some of the unique radio characteristics in wireless networks
are ﬁrst discussed. Then, a comprehensive literature review on various deadline-
based packet scheduling policies is presented. Since packet scheduling in wireless
networks will require channel knowledge acquisition schemes to provide channel
information while making scheduling decisions, various works on channel knowl-
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edge acquisition schemes in the literature are presented.
In Chapter 3, a novel proactive earliest due date (PEDD) [6], [7] packet
scheduling in wireless networks is proposed. PEDD is novel because it is capable
of adjusting packet deadlines in anticipation of an upcoming change in the channel
conditions. The performance of the proposed packet scheduling is then evaluated
both analytically and through simulations with the existing deadline-based packet
scheduling. PEDD by nature is idealistic because it assumes the availability of
channel knowledge at all time. Therefore, a realistic version of PEDD needs to
be developed.
In Chapter 4, a realistic version of PEDD in an impaired wireless channel
environment called realistic PEDD (R-PEDD) [7] is developed. R-PEDD uses
a channel probing mechanism to acquire useful channel information for packet
deadline adjustment. An improved version of R-PEDD, called R-PEDD+ [7],
that does not send probe packets to every user if the channel information can be
derived from recent data packet transmissions is further developed. At the end
of this chapter, a discussion on the performance of these policies are presented.




In this chapter, some of the unique characteristics in the wireless networks
that make packet scheduling harder compared to wireline networks are ﬁrst re-
viewed in Section 2.2. Thereafter, an overview of packet scheduling policies is
presented in Section 2.3. Then, various state-of-the-art deadline-based packet
scheduling policies are presented in Section 2.4. This is important so that the
novelty of our proactive earliest due date (PEDD) policy can be seen clearly.
Next, various channel knowledge acquisition schemes are also discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5. Again, reviewing these schemes are important so that the novelty of the
channel knowledge acquisition scheme designed for the realistic version of PEDD
in a practical wireless environment can be made clear. A summary of this chapter
is given in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Characteristics of Wireless Networks
The radio characteristics in wireless networks have caused packet scheduling
more diﬃcult to be implemented compared to its wireline counterpart. Reference
[8] outlines some important sources of errors in wireless networks and some of
them are discussed in this section.
The bandwidth in wireless networks is generally lesser than wireline net-
works. Furthermore, the bit error rate in wireless networks is also higher. The
most common error is due to attenuation. This happens when electromagnetic
energy encounters matter that leads to loss of energy in the form of heat.
Wireless networks are also suﬀered from interference. There are three types
of interference, i.e., narrow band interference, spread spectrum interference, and
multipath interference. The narrow band interference is due to overlapping of
frequency bands, whereas the spread spectrum interference is due to transmitter
switching between narrow band frequencies or spreading its energy simultaneously
across a wide frequency bands. On the other hand, multipath interference is due
to the reﬂection or diﬀraction of electromagnetic radiation that may take multiple
paths and results in destructive interference.
Moreover, the wireless signal also experiences path loss or dispersion be-
cause its energy will eventually decrease as the distance increases. The natural
background noise, also called the white noise will reduce the signal-to-noise ratio.
Another type of error is called front-end overload which occurs when the ﬁlter in a
receiver is overwhelmed by a very powerful transmitter because of near distance.
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Furthermore, the movement of mobile users causes Doppler eﬀect and thus
motion is considered a source of error in wireless networks. When the mobile users
travel from one cell to another, handoﬀs will also cause degradation of the signal
quality. In addition to that, the ratio of fading duration to packet transmission
time becomes large as transmission speed rises, or the packet transmission time
decreases [9].
Due to diﬀerent physical locations, some mobile hosts may enjoy error-free
communication with the base station while others may not be able to communi-
cate at all. Location-dependent error means that each mobile station experiences
diﬀerent interference and fading patterns depending on its position in a cell.
As a conclusion, the wireless channel capacity is time-varying because of fad-
ing, multipath propagation, and interference. Furthermore, location-dependent
errors caused by landscape and bursty errors make the assumption that all users
perceive the same channel conditions as in wireline networks invalid.
2.3 Overview of Packet Scheduling Policies
A comprehensive survey on packet scheduling in wireline networks has been
presented in [10] whereas those in wireless networks have been presented in [11]
and [12]. Packet scheduling in wireless network is a more complicated issue com-
pared to its wireline counterpart. This is because there are unique radio character-
istics that the wireless packet scheduling needs to take into account for example,
location-dependent errors caused by multipath propagation, higher probability
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of transmission errors caused by noise and interference, and ﬂuctuating channel
capacity caused by hand-over.
Generally, packet scheduling can be divided into two main categories, the fair
queueing policy, and the deadline-based scheduling policy. In wireline network,
Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) [13], Weighted Round Robin (WRR) [14] and
Start-time Fair Queueing (SFQ) [15] try to emulate their services as closely as pos-
sible to Generalized Process Sharing (GPS) [16], [17]. In the wireless networks, the
wireless fair queueing policies can be sub-categorized into idealistic and realistic
versions. Examples of idealistic wireless fair queueing policies are Idealized Wire-
less Fair Queueing (IWFQ) [18], [19] and Wireless Fair Service (WFS) [20], [21].
These policies are based on ﬂuid model and are not practical in reality. On the
other hand, for realistic wireless fair queueing policies, three more sub-categories
can be obtained, i.e., those with implicit, explicit and no compensations. Ex-
amples of realistic wireless fair queueing policies with implicit compensation are
Wireless Packet Scheduling (WPS) [2], [18] and Channel-condition Independent
Packet Fair Queueing (CIF-Q) [22]. These policies are realistic as they are based
on packet-by-packet basis. The compensations are implicit because the channel
allocation is dynamically swapped and the diﬀerences in these policies lie in how
the leading ﬂows give way to lagging ﬂows. These policies generally have greater
overall throughput, higher utilization, and improved fairness. However, the im-
plementation is more complex. In addition to that, wireless fair queueing policies
with explicit compensation are Server Based Fairness Approach (SBFA) [23] and
Packetized Wireless Generalized Processor Sharing (PWGPS) [24]. These types
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of fair queueing policies reserve a fraction of available bandwidth to compensate
lagging ﬂows. The advantage of these policies is that the in-sync ﬂows are not
disturbed. The disadvantage is that by reserving bandwidth, the overall through-
put is also reduced. Lastly, wireless fair queueing policies with no compensation
are Enhanced Class Based Queueing (CBQ) [25] (a combination of channel state
dependent packet scheduling [26] and CBQ [27]) and Eﬀort Limited Fair (ELF)
scheduling [28].
In deadline-based packet scheduling, as the name implies, each packet is
associated with a deadline. Diﬀerent deadline-based scheduling policies diﬀer in
the ways with which the deadlines are calculated and the ways with which a
packet is selected for transmission. Some of the works that have been reported
on deadline-based scheduling policies are reviewed in the next section.
2.4 Deadline-based Scheduling Policies
In this section, various state-of-the-art deadline-based scheduling policies in
the literature are presented. Generally, deadline-based scheduling policies can
also be divided into those in wireline networks and those in wireless networks. In
wireline networks, the simplest deadline-based scheduling policy is earliest due
date (EDD) [29]. EDD, also referred to as earliest deadline ﬁrst (EDF), can be
regarded as a form of dynamic priority queue scheduling. In this policy, each
arrived packet is assigned a deadline, which is the sum of its arrival time and a
delay upper bound. Then, the packet with the smallest deadline is selected for
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transmission. In fact, the priority of the packet increases with the amount of
time it spends in the network. EDD that discards packet with expired deadline
is also referred to as shortest time to extinction (STE) policy. Some extensions
that are diﬀerent from EDD in the ways with which the deadlines are calculated
are presented next.
Delay earliest due date (Delay EDD) [3] extends EDD in which the deadline
for each packet is established by the sum of arrival time of the packet according
to the negotiated average and peak transmission rates with the average service
delay in the system. Jitter earliest due date (Jitter EDD) [30] extends Delay
EDD to guarantee a lower limit to the delay suﬀered by the packets traversing
the intermediate nodes. In this policy, each packet is stamped with the diﬀerence
between its deadline and the service instant. In addition to that, a regulating
mechanism holds the packet by the amount determined by its time-stamp before
the packet is passed to the scheduler. Therefore, the delay experienced by the
packet will stay between two known limits. Moreover, reference [31] diﬀerentiates
itself from EDD by using a normalized version of deadline. In this policy, a packet
with a smaller ratio of delivery deadline over number of hops to destination is
given a higher priority. A tuple (packet size, packet deadline) is used to convey
the requirements of an application. For best eﬀort traﬃc, the packet deadline is
set to inﬁnity. This policy is based on the ratio T/H, where T is (packet deadline
- current time) and H is the number of hops to destination [31]. The urgency of a
packet is reﬂected through T/H. The parameter T can be obtained easily as the
deadline is carried with a packet and the current time can be obtained by reading
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the router clock. The parameter H is available if a router has complete knowledge
of the path to the packet’s destination. There are two variants of this policy: T/H
and (T/H - L). For T/H policy, the packet is selected for transmission in increasing
order of T/H. On the other hand, for (T/H - L) policy, the packets with T/H less
than or equal to L are transmitted before those with T/H larger than L, where
L is a threshold. The latter policy is simpler compared to the previous one in
terms of time complexity. It has been shown in [31] that both T/H and (T/H
- L) are superior to First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy with respect to the
percentage of packets that are delivered on time. Moreover, (T/H - L) incurs less
implementation complexity compared to T/H. Reference [32] further enhances
(T/H - L) so that L can be adjusted dynamically and more accurately based on the
measured channel utilization, number of hops to destination, packet transmission
time, propagation delay to the next hop, and time left before deadline expired.
As in Weighted Fair Queueing in wireline network, the weighted version of
EDD can also be found in the literature. Weighted earliest due date (WEDD) [33]
extends EDD to provide not only diﬀerent deadlines but also diﬀerent deadline
violation probabilities. The deadline violation probabilities are weighted and
this gives better controllability as only the weights have to be set to ﬁx the
deadline violation probabilities to a certain value. As a result, WEDD is capable
of inﬂuencing the delay and loss separately and therefore real-time applications
can be supported in a ﬂexible way. When there is no congestion, WEDD operates
in the same manner as in EDD. However, if the congestion occurs, a congestion
tag for each class is calculated and the packet is served according to increasing
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congestion tag. Normally, a packet is stamped with deadline in most variants
of EDD policies. However, this can be avoided in ATM networks. Head-of-line
earliest due date (HOL-EDD) [34] is designed speciﬁcally for ATM networks and
is diﬀerent compared to EDD because it does not use time stamping. Instead,
an integer variable is associated with each Virtual Connection Queue (VCQ).
It attempts to transmit cells belonging to each VC at speciﬁed deterministic
intervals as best as possible. It is rate-based because it provides a speciﬁc lower
bound on the bandwidth seen by each VC, irrespective of the traﬃc behavior of
the other VCs [35]. It aims to provide per Virtual Connection (VC) quality of
service guarantees while providing statistical multiplexing gains. On the other
hand, the deadline of a packet can also be obtained by using a speciﬁc function.
Service curve based earliest due date (SCED) [36] is a scheduling policy that
provides guaranteed service for a session based on a ﬂexible service speciﬁcation
called Service Curve [37]. Rather than characterizing service by a single number,
such as minimum bandwidth or maximum delay, service curves provide a wide
spectrum of service characterization by specifying the service using a function.
This allows a user or the network to specify a service that best matches the QoS
required by the user and thus preventing an over allocation of network resources
to the user [36]. Based on the service curve, SCED calculates the packet deadline
and sorts packet transmission by its deadline. SCED decouples the delay and
bandwidth allocation but the deadline assignments are much more complex than
the original EDD, and it is not clear whether it is feasible for all the network
to maintain the same service curves for all traﬃc classes. Besides considering
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only the deadline of a packet, there exists a variant of EDD that also considers
the queue length information. Reference [38] extends EDD by considering the
queue length information when making scheduling decisions in addition to packet
deadlines. In this policy, packets from each source are queued in a separate buﬀer
for service. A threshold is set for each queue to determine whether the queue will
experience overﬂow or not. When the occupancy of one or more queues is above a
certain threshold, the scheduler will pick the head packet from the longest queue
for scheduling. As a result, those queues that are in danger of overﬂow will be
scheduled ﬁrst and be able to recover from the temporary overloading.
In addition to this, a regulator can also be added in EDD scheduling pol-
icy for traﬃc shaping. In single node, EDD is known to be optimal in terms of
schedulable region for a set of connections with given delay requirements as it
has the largest schedulable region amongst all scheduling disciplines [39], [40].
However, it is not easy to compute the schedulable region as it requires perfect
knowledge of the traﬃc at each node and thus poses a problem for a multi-node
environment. This has motivated the work on rate-controlled earliest due date
(RC-EDD) [41], [42]. RC-EDD extends EDD by having per-node traﬃc shaping.
There are two components in RC-EDD namely the rate controller and the sched-
uler. The rate controller consists of a number of regulators and is responsible
for traﬃc shaping. The scheduler is responsible for multiplexing traﬃc coming
from diﬀerent regulators. Reference [43] formulates a practical Call Admission
Control (CAC) framework for RC-EDD and shows that when the traﬃc contains
connections with a wide range of delay requirements, RC-EDD can admit more
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connections than that of GPS and thus increases network utilization. Further-
more, EDD can also be combined with other policies to provide traﬃc isolation.
One example is Leave-in-Time (LiT) [44] which is a merge between Jitter EDD
[30] and VirtualClock [45] that exploits the good properties of the two policies. It
can operate in a non work-conserving way to provide jitter upper bound for jitter
sensitive traﬃc as well as operate in a work-conserving way for normal data traf-
ﬁc as in VirtualClock. The condition is that the ﬂow must declare its minimum
required bandwidth and the maximum packet length is bounded. LiT provides
performance isolation in the sense that the performance bounds of one ﬂow are
not aﬀected by other ﬂows. In addition to that, delay shift is introduced to allow
a decrease in the delay bounds of some ﬂows at the expense of increasing that of
other ﬂows.
The existing deadline-based scheduling policies in wireline network do not
take channel information into consideration while making scheduling decision.
Therefore, the existing results in wireline network cannot be directly carried over
to wireless networks. One possible solution is to combine EDD scheduling pol-
icy with channel knowledge acquisition scheme to provide the necessary channel
information. In [46], the scheduler assigns the packet deadlines similar to EDD.
However, a packet that arrives too early is not transmitted until it becomes
“current” since its immediate transmission may result in buﬀer overﬂow at the
destination. The scheduler attempts to deliver each real-time packet within its
delay upper bound as long as the user’s channel remains in good condition. The
channel information is obtained through channel probing. A deferred or erro-
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neously transmitted packet will only be retransmitted when the channel is good
and the delay upper bound is not violated. A credit counter is used to avoid
the retransmission of a once deferred packet that may cause other not deferred
packets to miss their deadlines. In addition to that, there exist some variants of
EDD policy that use the compensation scheme as in wireless fair queueing policy.
Two examples are the wireless earliest due date (Wireless EDD) and the wireless
delay earliest due date (Wireless Delay EDD) proposed in [47]. In these policies,
the concepts of lead and lag are applied to EDD and Delay EDD proposed in
the wireline networks. The actual deadline of a next arriving packet is calculated
by considering the leading or lagging of a ﬂow and both lead and lag counters
are bounded. Wireless Delay EDD diﬀerentiates itself from Wireless EDD in the
sense that the compensation for the delay and service rate are separated. There-
fore, there are two parameters for each lead and lag in Wireless Delay EDD, one
for delay and another one for service rate. However, there is no information on
how the channel knowledge is acquired.
In fact, most wireless variants of EDD policies do not provide compensation
schemes. These policies are reviewed in the remaining part of this section. In
[48], the problem of scheduling constant bit rate (CBR) traﬃc with deadline con-
straints over the wireless channel is cast as a Markov decision process (MDP).
The optimal scheduling policy that minimizes the long-term packet drop due to
deadline expirations is derived using MDP. However, the policy assumes that the
wireless channel condition for each user is known to the scheduler at the begin-
ning of every slot, which is not practical at all. Furthermore, the construction of
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MDP requires high state space dimensionality which is complicated. In wireless
networks, some variants of EDD that have diﬀerent packet deadline computations
can also be found. In [49], the packets are scheduled based on a priority metric φ,
rather than the conventional deadline as in EDD. This policy considers the fact
that the packet lengths are diﬀerent and diﬀerent users have diﬀerent transmis-
sion rates. Therefore, the packet deadline is normalized by calculating a priority
metric φ that takes into account the packet length, maximum transmission rate
of each user, remaining time before deadline expires, and length of a time slot.
In each slot, the scheduler calculates φ and schedules packets in decreasing order
of φ, as contrast to normal EDD policy which schedules packets in increasing
order of packet deadlines. The priority metric φ is used to reﬂect the urgency of
a packet as a higher φ means a more urgent packet. An additional threshold is
set so that if φ is higher than this threshold, the packet is transmitted even when
the channel condition is bad. The drawback is that the scheduler is assumed to
have perfect channel knowledge which is not a practical assumption. In addition
to that, a variant of EDD that not only has bounded delay, but also bounded
packet loss in wireless networks is presented next. In [50], a traﬃc regulator is
used to bound packet loss and a traﬃc scheduler is used to bound packet delay.
With the combination of both components, the loss and delay can be bounded
deterministically. The advantage of having a bounded packet loss rather than
zero packet loss is to admit more ﬂows into the system [50]. Moreover, most mul-
timedia applications can accept a certain percentage of packet losses while still
preserving an acceptable QoS guarantee. The authors modiﬁed the traﬃc model
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used in [51] to characterize the fact that the burstiness does not come at the
same time but within a certain duration. Moreover, the authors also account for
the fact that most multimedia traﬃc is continuous and should have a minimum
rate. This policy employs a packet dropping mechanism that only drops packets
when the traﬃc is in burst using a traﬃc regulator. The design of the packet
dropping policy and the traﬃc model are independent of the packet scheduling
policy. The packets are then scheduled in increasing order of deadlines. The
novelty of this policy is that it can provide deterministic bound for both delay
and loss guarantees. A modiﬁed version of earliest due date (EDD), called fea-
sible earliest due date (FEDD), is proposed in [5] for scheduling real-time traﬃc
with deadlines in wireless networks. FEDD is identical to EDD but schedules the
packets only from users whose channels are currently in good conditions. When
FEDD operates on the snapshots of the users’ buﬀers and assumes no new arrival
to the users between these snapshots, it is proven to minimize packet delay vio-
lation ratio. However, it is not accurate as there will be packet arrivals between
each scheduling instant. The performance of FEDD is only shown in terms of
packet delay violation ratio. This is not suﬃcient as a more accurate valida-
tion of a scheduling policy in wireless networks should also consider the system
throughput. Moreover, FEDD reacts to channel changes as it stops scheduling
packet for a user after the channel condition turns bad. This is not desirable as
the delay upper bound requirement for real-time packet should not be neglected
because of time-varying channel condition for packet scheduling in wireless net-
works. Therefore, a proactive packet scheduling that considers both the delay
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upper bound requirement of real-time packets as well as the time-varying chan-
nel conditions is introduced in Chapter 3. Furthermore, FEDD is idealistic as
the scheduler is assumed to have perfect channel knowledge at all time. In fact, a
practical scheduling policy depends on the channel knowledge acquisition scheme
to obtain the necessary channel information while making scheduling decision.
Some of the existing channel knowledge acquisition schemes will be reviewed in
the next section.
2.5 Channel Knowledge Acquisition Schemes
In general, to predict the channel condition is a challenging task because
the information on the time-varying wireless channels is limited. Some of the
reported works on the channel knowledge acquisition schemes are presented in
this section.
Generally, these channel knowledge acquisition schemes can be divided into
two types based on how the acquired channel information is used to estimate fu-
ture channel conditions. The ﬁrst type of channel knowledge acquisition scheme
uses the channel information acquired at the current time slot to predict whether
the channel condition at the next time slot is good or bad. In One-Step Predic-
tion [2] for example, the scheduler predicts its next time slot to be in the same
channel condition as its current time slot. The assumption made is that the
scheduler must transmit packets in every time slot of the channel. By doing so,
only then a user is able to predict that the channel condition of its next time
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slot will be the same as the channel condition of its current time slot due to the
high correlation of channel condition across the slots. The drawback of One-Step
Prediction is that it can only be used if packets are transmitted in every time slot
of the channel. This assumption is not valid if the packets from a particular user
are not transmitted continuously but only for a fraction of time slots. This is be-
cause when the scheduler eventually returns to the previous user that encountered
bad channel condition after serving other users with good channel condition, the
channel behavior of that previous user may have completely changed. In addi-
tion to that, the channel probing mechanism used in [46], [52], [53] and [54] also
falls into this type of channel knowledge acquisition scheme. Generally, before
the transmission of a data packet, the scheduler transmits a probe packet to the
user, which then returns the probe packet to the scheduler. If the scheduler does
not receive the probe packet from the user, the channel is considered bad. This
scheme is especially useful for real-time packet transmission in order to reduce
the need for packet retransmission. This is because retransmission can aﬀect the
packets in meeting their deadlines [46]. The drawback of channel probing mech-
anism is that it incurs an additional overhead, especially under heavy traﬃc load
condition. However, if probe packets are sent between two data packets which
are transmitted several time slots apart, this can overcome the problem faced in
One-Step Prediction [2].
Next, the channel knowledge acquisition schemes that use the channel in-
formation to estimate bad channel period are presented. In [26], the scheduler
marks or unmarks queues based on whether the ACK (acknowledgement packet)
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has been successfully received or not. A queue is marked when the ACK is not
received despite multiple transmission attempts and is unmarked after an esti-
mated bad channel period. A packet from one of the unmarked queues is chosen
for transmission by the scheduler. Otherwise, if all the unmarked queues are
empty, then the scheduler transmits a packet from one of the marked queues.
The bad channel periods are assumed by the scheduler to last between 50 to 100
ms and the scheduler defers the transmission of data packets for that speciﬁc
duration once a bad channel condition is detected. This is not practical and
will result in under utilization of channel bandwidth if the actual bad channel
period is shorter or longer than the assumed duration. Also, no eﬀort is done
on diﬀerentiating transient and persistent errors of a wireless channel. On the
other hand, in [25], each user will keep its own estimate of how good a channel is,
which is reﬂected through a parameter called Link Goodness Estimation, g. The
parameter g is updated by the user for each channel whenever it tries to transmit
packets using that channel and g is only allowed to take an integer value. Gener-
ally, a bigger g reﬂects that the channel is good most of the time and when a user
transmits packets on that channel, the user will have a higher chance to succeed.
Whilst, a smaller g means that the channel to the destination is bad most of the
time and a user should avoid sending packets on that particular channel. Instead,
the user should proceed to send packet on other channel that has a bigger g and
comes back to this channel later. The parameter g is translated to the maximum
number of Request To Send (RTS) attempts allowed. If a Clear To Send (CTS) is
not successfully received even after g tries at sending RTS, then g is decreased ex-
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ponentially. If the transmission is successful with less than g tries, it is increased
up to a maximum value that is proportional to the number of transmission at-
tempts. The main problem with this scheme is that each channel is monitored
for a fraction of time only when a user transmits packet on it. Eventually when
the user returns to the same channel again to make transmission, the channel be-
havior may have completely changed. Another problem with this scheme is that
g may have undesired oscillation problem due to transient errors. Furthermore,
the use of a single g can not diﬀerentiate between transient and persistent errors
on a channel. In theory, g should have at least two values, one to detect transient
errors and another to detect persistent errors. Also, no evaluation on the use of
RTS-CTS is discussed in this paper. Reference [55] extends [25] by evaluating the
use of RTS-CTS as a channel predictor and indicates that the channel prediction
accuracy diminishes quickly as the packet transmission time scales increase and
as the channel state transitions approximate the packet transmission time. The
eﬃciency of this scheme is also highly dependent on the ratio of the lengths of
RTS-CTS to that of data packets. Moreover, the parameterization of the model
used in [55] may not be suitable for a realistic wireless channel. In [56], each
user is provided with a counter. Initially, all the counters are reset to zero. If
an ACK (acknowledgement packet) is received, the counter is reset to zero. If a
NACK (negative acknowledgement packet) is received, the counter is increased
by one. If the counter reaches a ﬁxed threshold H, i.e., the user receives H con-
secutive NACKs, the user is forced to transmit the packet. Therefore, a packet
can only be transmitted when the counter is zero or when the threshold H is
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reached. However, no eﬀort is done on diﬀerentiating transient and persistent
errors of a channel. Meanwhile, the duration of good and bad channel periods
can also be estimated by borrowing the idea of the learning function from [57].
To learn the distributions of good and bad channel durations, a learning function
of the observed good and bad channel durations experienced by the data packet
transmissions is kept. The histograms of the good and bad channel durations can
then be constructed and from there, the distributions as well as the estimated
good and bad channel durations can be found.
The concept of employing channel information for resource scheduling has
also been proposed in [58], [59], [60] and [61]. Similar to all the previous schemes
that obtain the channel knowledge to predict the duration of bad channel con-
dition, none of them address the issue of diﬀerentiating between transient and
persistent channel errors. The drawback is that the loss of an ACK does not
mean that persistent error has set in. The Link State History (LSH) is proposed
in [62] to overcome this problem. The two thresholds, TTRANSMIT and TRESET
are used for distinguishing between transient and persistent errors on a channel.
Similarly, each queue i has its own counter C(i). Initially, all the counters are
reset to zero. If the counter, C(i) is below a threshold, TTRANSMIT , the scheduler
allows the transmission to take place. If the transmission was not successful,
C(i) is incremented by one. If the transmission was successful, C(i) is reset to
zero. Therefore, the increment of C(i) is additive whereas the decrement of C(i)
is multiplicative. On the other hand, if C(i) is equal to or above TTRANSMIT ,
then the scheduler does not allow transmission from that particular queue. In
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this case, the scheduler simply increments C(i) by one. Each time the scheduler
increments the counter, it then checks if the counter value now equals another
threshold, TRESET . If it does, the counter is reset to zero. The increment oper-
ation is thus modulo(TRESET ). By doing so, the backoﬀ period or the estimated
bad period is translated to (TRESET - TTRANSMIT ). The assumption made is
that the channel for a particular queue will be interference free when it comes
out of the backoﬀ period. During this backoﬀ period, the scheduler is not idle
but it continues to perform packet transmissions for other queues that have their
counters less than TTRANSMIT . The advantage of this scheme is that it provides
an easy way of distinguishing between transient and persistent channel errors.
Reviewing all these channel knowledge acquisition schemes is important be-
cause all the schemes above are insuﬃcient to provide the channel information
that is needed for PEDD to perform packet deadline adjustment. The chan-
nel knowledge acquisition scheme that is required by PEDD not only needs to
estimate bad channel period and to diﬀerentiate between transient or persistent
channel errors, but also to estimate the time the channel will stay in good channel
condition once the channel is ﬁrst detected to be in good condition. In fact, all
the previous channel knowledge acquisition schemes are also reactive as the chan-
nel is detected to be in good or bad condition only after it happens. Therefore, a
new channel knowledge acquisition scheme must be developed for PEDD so that
it has the capability to proactively determine how long the channel will stay in
good channel condition immediately when the channel recovers from bad chan-
nel condition. The information on the channel state transition time from good
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to bad condition is necessary for PEDD so that it can perform packet deadline
adjustment accordingly. The details of two new channel knowledge acquisition
schemes specially developed for PEDD will be presented in Chapter 4.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, some of the previous works on deadline-based scheduling
policies as well as channel knowledge acquisition schemes have been reviewed.
From this chapter, it is observed that a reactive scheduling policy such as FEDD
is not suﬃcient for scheduling real-time packets in wireless networks as it only
reacts to the changes in the channel condition. Ideally, a better scheduling policy
that considers both the delay upper bound requirement of real-time packets and
the time-varying channel condition is needed for scheduling real-time traﬃc in
wireless networks. This scheduling policy is called PEDD and its details will be
presented in Chapter 3. To make PEDD practicable, a channel knowledge acqui-
sition scheme is required to obtain the channel information. However, from this
chapter, it is observed that the existing channel knowledge acquisition schemes
are insuﬃcient for realistic implementation of PEDD as these schemes only pre-
dict whether the channel condition is good or bad at a particular instant, or only
the bad channel period is estimated. In addition to estimate the bad channel
period, a channel knowledge acquisition scheme for PEDD must also have a way
to predict the next transition from good to bad channel condition once a good
channel condition is detected. This channel information is required for PEDD
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to adjust the packet deadline accordingly in anticipation of an upcoming degra-
dation in the channel quality. The details of two channel knowledge acquisition
schemes for PEDD will be presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Proactive Earliest Due Date
Packet Scheduling
3.1 Introduction
It is observed in Chapter 2 that to support real-time traﬃc with delay upper
bound requirement in time-varying wireless channels, a packet scheduling policy
such as FEDD that only reacts to channel changes is insuﬃcient. Instead, a better
packet scheduling policy should consider both the delay upper bound requirement
of real-time packets as well as the upcoming changes in the channel condition.
A novel packet scheduling policy called proactive earliest due date (PEDD), to
diﬀerentiate itself from FEDD, is proposed in this chapter. PEDD dynamically
adjusts a packet’s deadline in anticipation of an upcoming degradation in its
channel quality. By doing so, PEDD improves system throughput and reduces
packet drop ratio due to delay violation simultaneously over a reactive scheduling
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policy such as FEDD.
In this chapter, the system model is described in Section 3.2 and the wire-
less channel model is presented in Section 3.3. Thereafter, the preliminary of
FEDD is presented before the details of PEDD is given in Section 3.4. Then, the
proposition that the number of packets dropped in PEDD does not exceed that
of FEDD is given in Section 3.5. In Section 3.6, the simulation results are shown
and the performance of PEDD against that of FEDD and EDD is benchmarked.
This chapter is concluded by a summary of the results and observations in Section
3.7.
3.2 System Model
A centralized wireless network architecture is considered, in which a central
packet scheduler serves M queues, and each user has its own queue (or buﬀer)
for downlink transmissions. As shown in Figure 3.1, each queue i (i = 1, 2,
..., M ) holds the incoming packets heading towards user i. The scheduler is an
implementation of a packet scheduling policy which will be studied in this chapter
and is responsible for scheduling, i.e., deciding which of the M queues to have
its packet transmitted next, and only one packet can be transmitted at a time.
Therefore, the scheduling process of a new packet begins as soon as the system
becomes idle and not all the queues are empty. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the
scheduler is channel state dependent as it takes the wireless channel conditions of
the queues (or users) into consideration while making scheduling decision. The
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Figure 3.1: System model
mechanism to acquire channel knowledge is shown as a dashed line and is solely
applicable for R-PEDD (which will be introduced in Chapter 4) only because
PEDD is idealistic.
3.3 Wireless Channel Model
The channel conditions for diﬀerent queues are assumed to be statistically
identical and independent. A two-state Markov chain [63], [64] as illustrated in
Figure 3.2 is used to model each queue’s time-varying channel conditions. As
the model suggests, the channel condition alternates between good and bad at
rates α and β, respectively. The amount of time the channel stays in the good
and bad channel conditions are exponentially distributed random variables with
mean α−1 and β−1 respectively. When the channel condition is good (bad), its
packet error probability is Pg (Pb) in which Pg ≤ Pb. For simplicity, but without
loss of generality, we assume Pg = 0 and Pb = 1.0. This implies that packets






Figure 3.2: Wireless channel model
transmitted during the good channel condition are always error-free, while those
in the bad channel condition are always destructive.
3.4 Proactive Earliest Due Date (PEDD) Packet
Scheduling
In this section, the preliminary of FEDD is ﬁrst presented in Section 3.4.1
before PEDD is developed in Section 3.4.2. Describing FEDD is important so
that the novelty of PEDD can be seen easily. Besides that, it also provides a
fundamental background for the realistic versions of PEDD in Chapter 4.
3.4.1 FEDD
In FEDD, the deadline of a packet from queue i, di is computed as di = τi
+ Di where τi is the arrival time of the packet and Di is the packet delay upper
bound. The packets’ deadlines in each queue are ordered in a non-decreasing
manner according to their positions in the queue such that the ﬁrst packet has
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the smallest deadline. Diﬀerent from EDD that will schedule ﬁrst the packet with
the smallest deadline among all the queues regardless of their channel conditions,
FEDD will schedule ﬁrst the packet with the smallest deadline only among all the
queues in good channel condition. As a result, FEDD is channel state dependent
and is essentially a simple modiﬁcation from EDD that masks oﬀ all the queues
with bad channel conditions.
In FEDD, after a packet has been scheduled, it is removed from the queue
and transmitted over the wireless channel. If the packet has not been scheduled,
it stays in the queue and will be considered for service at the next scheduling
instant as long as its deadline has not expired. If a packet is not scheduled before
its deadline, it contributes to the packet delay violation ratio. The delay is said to
be violated if the packet’s deadline is expired before the packet is scheduled. If all
these packets with expired deadlines are removed from their queues and dropped
before scheduling, the packet delay violation ratio equals packet drop ratio. The
packet drop ratio is thus the ratio of the total number of packets being dropped
due to deadline expiration over the total number of packets in the system.
3.4.2 PEDD
It is observed from the previous section that in EDD, the priority is given
to the packet deadlines without considering channel conditions, but in FEDD
the priority is given to good channel condition, rather than packet deadlines. A
novel packet scheduling called PEDD that takes both the packet delay upper
bound requirement and time-varying channel condition into consideration while
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FEDD Packet
Scheduling Policy












Figure 3.3: Logical comparison between FEDD and PEDD
making scheduling decision is proposed. Similar to FEDD described above, PEDD
does not schedule packets from queues in bad channel condition. In fact, PEDD
diﬀers from FEDD only in one aspect as illustrated in Figure 3.3. As this can be
seen clearly, the diﬀerence between FEDD and PEDD is that PEDD proactively
adjusts a packet’s deadline in anticipation of an upcoming degradation in its
channel quality before scheduling the packet with the smallest deadline.
FEDD is not perfect. This is because if a packet has a deadline that falls
in the bad channel duration, and the packet is not scheduled before the channel
condition turns bad, its deadline will be expired when the channel recovers from
bad duration. Instead, if a packet has a deadline that falls in the bad channel
duration, it should be given a higher priority and should be scheduled before
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Figure 3.4: Packet deadline adjustment in PEDD
those packets that have deadlines in good channel condition. PEDD is proac-
tive, which is diﬀerent from FEDD, as it does not wait to schedule packets until
good channel condition is observed. In PEDD, if a packet has its deadline that
falls within the bad channel duration, it will be assigned a new deadline that
is the time right before its channel turns bad. The packet deadline adjustment
in PEDD [7] is performed as illustrated in Figure 3.4. By doing so, it increases
the urgency of packets seeing bad channel condition and decreases the chances
of packet deadline expiration when the bad channel condition sets in. However,
if the packet deadline falls within the good channel duration, then no deadline
adjustment is needed. The adjusted deadline is better compared to that of FEDD
as it takes into consideration not only the delay upper bound requirement but
also the time-varying channel condition.
From the previous description, the deadline adjustment is the only opera-
tional diﬀerence between PEDD and FEDD. The diﬀerence exists if and only if
the packet deadlines fall in bad channel duration. When there is a packet dead-
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Figure 3.5: A diﬀerence in service orders between PEDD and FEDD when
dj > ti
line adjustment, there may be a diﬀerence in service orders between PEDD and
FEDD. For instance, consider a packet with the original deadline τ1 and the an-
ticipated next bad channel duration begins at τ3 < τ1. In PEDD, but not FEDD,
this packet will be scheduled before another packet with the original deadline τ2,
in which τ1 > τ2 > τ3. Since both PEDD and FEDD are deadline-based packet
scheduling policies, there will be a diﬀerence in their performance if there is a
diﬀerence in their service orders.
3.5 Proposition: The Number of Packets Dropped
in PEDD Does Not Exceed That of FEDD
Proposition 1: The number of packets dropped in PEDD does not exceed
that of FEDD.
Proof: There will be a performance diﬀerence between PEDD and FEDD
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if and only if there is a diﬀerence in their service orders. Therefore, only the
case when there is a service order diﬀerence needs to be examined to prove the
proposition. This is done by case analysis [7].
Consider two queues, queue i and j, and have respectively their head pack-
ets in their queues with original deadlines, di and dj. Both queue i and j are
anticipated to experience their next bad channel durations begin at time ti and
tj, respectively. The case when di > dj, and tj  dj is considered. There exists a
diﬀerence in service orders between PEDD and FEDD when dj > ti as illustrated
in Figure 3.5. For this occurrence, there can only be two cases in which the packet
for queue i with the original deadline di is scheduled:
(1) The packet is scheduled before or at ti in FEDD, or
(2) The packet is scheduled after ti in FEDD.
Case (1): FEDD schedules queue i’s packet before or at ti. Since di > dj > ti,
FEDD can schedule both the packets from queue i and j before or at their original
deadlines. Therefore, packet delay violation will not occur for both queues and no
packet will be dropped, i.e., dropFEDD = 0. In the same scenario, PEDD can also
schedule both the packets before or at their adjusted deadlines but the service
order is diﬀerent compared to that of FEDD. In PEDD, queue i ’s packet will
be scheduled before that of queue j ’s. Since no packet is dropped due to packet
delay violation, dropPEDD = 0. Therefore, dropPEDD = dropFEDD is proven for
the proposition in this case.
Case (2): FEDD attempts to schedule queue i’s packet after ti. In this sce-
nario, two sub-cases can be observed:
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Case (2a): FEDD schedules queue j’s packet after ti. For FEDD, since queue
j ’s packet must be scheduled before or at its original deadline, the scheduling
instance must occur within the time window (ti, dj]. According to FEDD, queue
i ’s packet can only be scheduled after that of queue j ’s. However, when the
attempt is made to schedule queue i ’s packet, it will have been in the bad channel
duration that begins at ti. Since FEDD does not perform scheduling for queues in
bad channel condition, queue i ’s packet will be dropped and therefore, dropFEDD
= 1. In the same scenario, PEDD will schedule queue i ’s packet before that
of queue j ’s. Let queue i ’s packet take over the resource originally allocated for
queue j. Then, queue i ’s packet will be attempted for scheduling in the same time
window which is after ti. However, at the time of attempt, queue i has already
entered bad channel duration, and thus will not be scheduled but dropped. Since
queue i ’s packet is dropped and the resource is not used, queue j ’s packet can
be scheduled later before its original deadline. Therefore, dropPEDD = 1. Again,
dropPEDD = dropFEDD is proven for the proposition in this sub-case.
Case (2b): FEDD schedules queue j’s packet before or at ti. For FEDD,
since queue j ’s packet is scheduled before dj > ti, it will not be dropped because
there is no packet delay violation. On the other hand, for queue i ’s packet,
in order to make this sub-case exclusive to that of Case (1), only the situation
whereby queue i ’s packet is not scheduled before ti is considered. With this
condition in hand, queue i ’s packet will violate the delay upper bound and will
be dropped. Therefore, dropFEDD = 1. In the same scenario however, PEDD
will schedule queue i ’s packet ﬁrst instead of queue j ’s. Since the condition in
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FEDD consideration is that queue j ’s packet can be scheduled, this queue i ’s
packet can also be scheduled in PEDD before ti. However, queue j ’s packet may
or may not be scheduled in PEDD depending on the capacity or how far the
actual scheduling instance takes place before ti, and so dropPEDD ≤ 1. Thus,
dropPEDD ≤ dropFEDD is proven for the proposition in this sub-case. 
3.6 Simulation Results
In this section, PEDD is benchmarked and evaluated against that of FEDD
and EDD scheduling policies through random event simulations using OPNET
[65]. Since these deadline-based scheduling policies are idealistic, it means that
the scheduler knows exactly the time when the channel condition is good and
when the channel condition is bad. For the purpose of simulation, a two-state
Markov process [66] is adopted to model the packet generation behavior of each
queue, which is a statistically independent On-Oﬀ process. The process has al-
ternating on periods and oﬀ periods. During the on periods, packets with ﬁxed
length of 4800 bits are generated back-to-back at the peak rate of 4.8Kbps. The
number of generated packets during an on period is a geometrically distributed
random variable with a mean of 5. The duration of an oﬀ period is an exponen-
tially distributed random variable with mean λ second. It is assumed that all
the users have an identical packet delay upper bound, i.e., Di = 1.0 second ∀ i.
Since all users have the same packet delay upper bound, D is used monotonically
instead of Di hereafter. Given the D, the number of admissible users, M (refer
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to Figure 3.1) is determined as:
M∑
i=1
Ri ≤ B, (3.1)
where B is the system bit rate and Ri is user i ’s peak rate. Again, since all users
have the same peak rate as stated above, R is used monotonically hereafter.




Unless it is stated otherwise, B = 120Kbps. Since R = 4.8Kbps for all users,
then M equals 25.
3.6.1 Benchmarking PEDD Against FEDD and EDD
In this section, the performance of PEDD is compared against that of FEDD
and EDD. Figure 3.6 shows the packet drop ratio when the average traﬃc source
oﬀ period, λ is set to 2 × 10−4 and the transition rate from good to bad channel
condition, α (refer to Figure 3.2) is set to 0.05. A summary of the results is given
in Table 3.1. It is shown in Section 3.4.1 that packets are dropped before being
scheduled if their deadlines expired so that all the transmitted packets can meet
their delay upper bound, D. It is also shown that since EDD is independent of
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the time-varying channel conditions, by admitting only M = 25 users into the
system as shown in the admission control method, EDD should have zero packet
drop ratio. Therefore, the performance of EDD in terms of packet drop ratio
is not shown in Figure 3.6. When packet dropping does occur as in FEDD and
PEDD because they are channel state dependent, Figure 3.6 shows that PEDD
always has a lower packet drop ratio as compared to FEDD and this has been
proven in Proposition 1 in Section 3.5. Observe that the performance diﬀerence
increases when the transition rate from bad to good channel condition β increases.
This performance trend can be explained by ﬁrst assuming that all the packets
with deadlines fall within the bad channel duration are dropped by FEDD. The
performance improvement of PEDD with regards to FEDD is due to the fraction
of these packets that can be scheduled before the channel condition turns bad
and the improvement in schedulability is a direct result from changes in service
order introduced by PEDD. Since the service order will be changed for a user only
if the user is in the good channel condition, this fraction equals the stationary
probability for the channel being in good channel condition multiplies with the
ratio of delay upper bound to average bad channel duration β−1. As a result, the







where “x ∝˜ y” means x is approximately proportional to y. The symbol ∝˜
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Figure 3.6: Packet drop ratio with the transition rate from good to bad
channel condition, α = 0.05
Table 3.1: Packet drop ratio of FEDD against PEDD at α = 0.05
































Figure 3.7: Packet drop ratio with average oﬀ period, λ = 2 × 10−4 second
is introduced to reﬂect the use of approximation in the analysis leading to the
relationship. According to (3.3), when α becomes smaller, the packet drop ratio of
FEDD against that of PEDD will become larger as the ratio at the left hand side
of (3.3) is inversely proportional to the transition rate from good to bad channel
condition α. As can be observed from Figure 3.7, this prediction is in line with
the simulation results obtained and therefore our reasoning on the performance
improvement of PEDD against that of FEDD in terms of packet drop ratio is
proven.
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Figure 3.8: System throughput with the transition rate from good to bad
channel condition, α = 5.05
Conceptually, as oppose to the results shown in [5], packet drop ratio should
not be the only parameter that indicates how well a packet scheduling policy
can perform in wireless networks. This is because a packet with a non-expired
deadline may end up being transmitted in bad channel condition and does not
contribute to system throughput. Therefore, in order to judge the performance of
a packet scheduling in wireless network, the system throughput should be taken
into consideration. Indeed, a lower packet drop ratio must be accompanied by a
higher system throughput to signify a better packet scheduling policy in wireless
channel. It is shown that, in addition to a lower packet drop ratio as illustrated
in Figure 3.7, PEDD is also capable of achieving a higher system throughput
compared to both FEDD and EDD. The performances of EDD, FEDD and PEDD
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Table 3.2: System throughput ratio of PEDD against FEDD and EDD at α
= 5.05











in terms of system throughput at α = 5.05 are shown in Figure 3.8. A summary
of the results is given in Table 3.2. Since both FEDD and PEDD are idealistic,
the higher system throughput in PEDD is a direct implication of fewer packet
drop. However, in contrary to the performance trend in packet drop ratio, the
performance diﬀerence in system throughput between PEDD and FEDD becomes
more signiﬁcant when the transition rate from good to bad channel condition α is
larger. This can be explained by assuming only a fraction of the improvement in
packet drop ratio leads to improvement in system throughput. This fraction can
be approximated as the ratio of packet transmission time to the average good
channel duration α−1. Hence by extending (3.3), the improvement in system

























Figure 3.9: System throughput with average oﬀ period, λ = 2 × 10−4 second







This prediction is also consistent with the simulation results in Figure 3.9. From
Figure 3.9 also, it is observed that despite having zero packet drop ratio, EDD
always has the lowest system throughput compared to both PEDD and FEDD.
This is because EDD does not take the channel condition into consideration
before scheduling. Thus, EDD may schedule packet transmission for a user even
if the user is in a bad channel condition. The same performance trend can also
be observed when the simulations are repeated using diﬀerent average traﬃc oﬀ
period λ. As illustrated in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, EDD always has the
lowest system throughput, whereas PEDD always performs the best.

















































Figure 3.11: Average oﬀ period, λ = 2 × 10−2 second














































Figure 3.13: Average oﬀ period, λ = 2 × 10−2 second



















































Figure 3.15: M = 100, λ = 2 × 10−4 second














































Figure 3.17: M = 100, λ = 2 × 10−4 second
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Another performance trend in terms of system throughput that can be ob-
served is that the performance diﬀerence of PEDD against that of FEDD reduces
when λ increases as shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. This is because a
larger λ implies a reduce in traﬃc load intensity. Therefore, the number of pack-
ets available for service reordering in PEDD is reduced. Recall from Proposition
1 in Section 3.5 that one important criteria for PEDD to outperform FEDD is
that there must be a service reordering. With less chances to perform service re-
ordering due to lower traﬃc load, the performance of PEDD will be closer to that
of FEDD. The reduce in performance diﬀerence of PEDD and FEDD at larger λ
can also be observed in terms of packet drop ratio, as illustrated in Figure 3.12
and Figure 3.13.
In addition to that, by ﬁxing R = 4.8Kbps for all users in (3.2), and at the
same time increasing B to 240Kbps and 480Kbps respectively, more users can be
admitted into the system, i.e., M equals 50 and 100 respectively. For simplicity,
the average traﬃc source oﬀ period, λ is ﬁxed at 2 × 10−4 second. From the
simulation results, it is observed that the performance of PEDD is always the
best in terms of system throughput, whereas EDD always performs the worst as
shown in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15, respectively. On the other hand, since
EDD is channel state independent, by admitting only M equals 50 and 100 for
B equals 240Kbps and 480Kbps respectively, EDD should have zero packet drop
ratio. Therefore, the packet drop ratio of EDD is not shown in Figure 3.16
and Figure 3.17. From these two graphs also, it is observed that PEDD always
outperforms FEDD in terms of packet drop ratio for all values of α and β. This
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shows that the performance of PEDD is consistent and always better than FEDD
for a wide range of α and β, both in terms of system throughput and packet drop
ratio, even if the number of users in the system increases.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, PEDD packet scheduling policy has been shown, both ana-
lytically and from simulation results, to be capable of reducing the packet drop
ratio compared to FEDD. In addition to that, PEDD has also been shown to be
able to increase the system throughput compared to both FEDD and EDD. This
shows that by proactively adjusting a packet’s deadline in anticipation of an up-
coming degradation in its channel quality, both the constraints on packet delay
upper bound and time-varying channel condition can be fulﬁlled. The perfor-
mance diﬀerence between PEDD and FEDD reduces when the traﬃc load inten-
sity is reduced. This is because during light traﬃc load, there are less chances for
PEDD to perform service reordering, which is one important criteria for PEDD to
outperform FEDD. Moreover, the performance improvements of PEDD against
that of FEDD have been shown to be consistent even if the number of users in
the system increases. However, PEDD is idealistic as it assumes perfect chan-
nel knowledge is available at all time. Hence, in the next chapter, two realistic
implementations of PEDD will be introduced.
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Chapter 4
Realistic PEDD with Acquired
Channel Knowledge
4.1 Introduction
From Chapter 3, it is observed that FEDD and PEDD use the channel in-
formation reactively and proactively, respectively. However, PEDD is idealistic,
same as FEDD, as both scenarios assume the availability of channel knowledge
at all time. To be realistic, an explicit mechanism is required by PEDD to ac-
quire the necessary channel information to perform packet deadline adjustment.
However, those channel knowledge acquisition schemes that have been reviewed
in Chapter 2 can only be used to predict the channel condition at a particular
instant or to estimate the duration of bad channel period after a channel transi-
tion from good to bad condition is detected. To the best of our knowledge, none
of the channel knowledge acquisition schemes provide a way to predict the time
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the channel makes a transition from good to bad condition, which is necessary
for packet deadline adjustment in PEDD. Therefore, a new channel knowledge
acquisition scheme must be developed so that it can be used to predict how long
a channel is going to stay in good channel condition before it makes a transition
from good to bad channel condition. This information is needed so that packet
deadline can be adjusted accordingly in PEDD.
This chapter focuses on the way with which a channel knowledge acquisi-
tion scheme is designed for a realistic PEDD (R-PEDD) [7] so that it is capable
of acquiring channel information through probing mechanism, in order to make
packet deadline adjustment, in a practical wireless environment. In addition to
that, a variant of R-PEDD called R-PEDD+ [7] is further proposed. R-PEDD+
uses an enhanced channel probing mechanism that does not send probe packets
if the channel information can be derived from recent data packet transmissions.
The details of R-PEDD and R-PEDD+ are presented in Section 4.2. Simulation
results are shown in Section 4.3 and a summary of the results and observations
is given in Section 4.4.
4.2 Realistic PEDD (R-PEDD) with Acquired
Channel Knowledge
PEDD is idealistic as it assumes the channel knowledge is known beforehand
by the scheduler. To be pragmatic, a realistic PEDD (R-PEDD) is developed
in this section, that has an explicit mechanism for the scheduler to acquire the
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required channel knowledge to make packet deadline adjustment. Recall that
the mechanism is illustrated as the dashed line in Figure 3.1. Before developing
the channel knowledge acquisition mechanism, the use of the acquired channel
information in making scheduling decisions is presented. R-PEDD makes use of
the acquired channel information in two ways: (a) To make decision when to mask
oﬀ a queue that is perceived to be in bad channel condition from receiving service
as illustrated in Figure 3.3, and (b) To proactively adjust the packet deadlines as
shown in Figure 3.4 for all non-masked oﬀ queues.
4.2.1 Predicting the Next Good to Bad Channel Transi-
tion, Ti
Since the channel information acquired through probing will not be com-
pletely accurate, R-PEDD needs to predict the next time instant the channel
makes a transition from good to bad condition so that the packet deadlines can
be adjusted accordingly. R-PEDD suggests to predict the next transition time
from good to bad channel condition, Ti for queue i as follows:
∫ Ti
0
fg,i(x)dx ≤ γ, (4.1)
where fg,i(x) is the probability density function of good channel durations expe-
rienced by queue i and γ is a predeﬁned probability threshold which lies between
0 and 1. By pre-setting γ, the value for Ti can be obtained easily from the
constructed cummulative probability density function of good channel durations
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experienced by queue i. The probability density function and cummulative den-
sity function of good channel durations are constructed dynamically for each
queue based on the acquired channel information through channel probing mech-
anism. This is a valid and realistic assumption as in the case the probability
density function is not known, the channel information can be collected based on
the outcomes of probe packet transmissions. By using this information, the his-
togram that shows the distribution of good channel durations can be constructed.
Then, the probability density function can be constructed from the histogram.
On the other hand, γ is a design parameter and its eﬀect on the performance of
R-PEDD will be explained later. The way to determine the run-time average bad
channel period is presented in the next section.
4.2.2 Determine the Run-time Average Bad Channel Pe-
riod, σi
R-PEDD proposes: (a) To construct fg,i(x) through probing mechanism and,
(b) To mask oﬀ all queues that are probed to be in bad channel condition for
as long as the run-time average bad channel period. For a queue i, the run-time





σ¯i × (n− 1) + tb,i
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, (4.2)
where σ¯i is the previous run-time average bad channel period, and tb,i is the n-th


















Figure 4.1: Measurement of good and bad channel durations through chan-
nel probing
measured bad channel duration. The value of tb,i is measured from the outcomes
of channel probing as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The measured bad channel dura-
tion is actually the time elapsed between the ﬁrst detected bad channel instant
and the next ﬁrst detected good channel instant.
Conceptually, R-PEDD probes the channel condition by sending a small
probe packet to each user at every probe interval. If the scheduler receives a
response from a user with respect to the probe packet, the user is perceived to be
in good channel condition. Otherwise, the user is perceived to be in bad channel
condition. The eﬀect of this probing mechanism, as depicted in Figure 4.1, is
that there exists a diﬀerence between the actual and the measured good (or bad)
channel durations. Since it is similar in analyzing either good or bad channel
duration, only the diﬀerence between the actual and the measured good channel
duration is considered hereafter.
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4.2.3 Relationship between the Measured and the Actual
Good Channel Durations
It is noticed that as a result of the probing mechanism, there exists a re-
lationship between the measured and the actual good channel durations. The
actual good channel duration is (t2 - t1). However, as shown in Figure 4.1, the
real transition from bad to good channel condition and vice-versa can only be de-
tected some time later, which are (t1 + l1) and (t2 + l2), respectively. Therefore,
the measured good channel duration, tg,i is given as follows:
tg,i = (t2 + l2)− (t1 + l1)
= (t2 − t1) + | l2 − l1 |
= (t2 − t1) + q, (4.3)
where q is the error due to probing mechanism. Then, the expected value for
each term in (4.3) can be written as:
E[tg,i] = E[(t2 − t1)] + E[q]. (4.4)
Let  be the probe interval as depicted in Figure 4.1. Assuming q is uni-
formly distributed between 0 and  as shown below:
0 ≤ q ≤ . (4.5)
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where E[(t2 - t1)] = α
−1 is the expected value of the actual good channel duration
as explained earlier in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.
4.2.4 Formulating the Cost Function, V
As shown in (4.6), the expected value of the probing error in measuring the
good channel duration is half of the probe interval . Therefore, theoretically, a
small probe interval yields a more accurate measurement of the channel condition.
Unfortunately, it is not aﬀordable to reduce the probe interval indeﬁnitely because
each probe packet consumes bandwidth and a smaller probe interval implies a
lesser remaining bandwidth for data packets [46].
Ideally, to conserve the bandwidth for data packets, it is desirable to make
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the probe interval  as large as possible so long the acquired channel knowl-
edge is accurate enough for packet deadline adjustment. This is essentially an
optimization problem. However, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd the optimal probe interval
because there are multiple variables to be minimized, namely channel knowledge
inaccuracy and probe traﬃc intensity. Speciﬁcally, there are no constraints that
relate these two variables together. A probe interval that minimizes the channel
knowledge inaccuracy may not necessarily minimize the probe traﬃc intensity at
the same time. For a queue i, let µi be the channel knowledge inaccuracy and pi
be the probe traﬃc intensity. The objective is to ﬁnd a single cost function in
order to relate these two variables so that a trade oﬀ can be made to minimize
these two variables at the same time. Some works have been done to relate these
two variables through multiplication as well as division to form a single cost func-
tion but both these cost functions do not give a minimum point for the probe
interval , which must be real and greater than zero. Then, for simplicity and
practicality, these two variables are added to form a single cost function, which
is denoted as V as shown below:
V = w1.µi + w2.pi, (4.8)
where w1 and w2 are the ﬁxed weights assigned to the respective valuables. From
(4.8), it is observed that diﬀerent values of weights will not only aﬀect the value
of the probe interval, but also the overall system performance of the scheduling
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policy. The eﬀect of w1 and w2 on the system performance is studied in Section 4.3
before a set of values are suggested to be used in the simulations. Furthermore, pi
can be found easily as it is the inversion of the probe interval, i.e., pi = −1. The
way with which the inaccuracy of the acquired channel knowledge is quantiﬁed
is presented in the next section.
4.2.5 Quantifying the Inaccuracy in Acquired Channel
Knowledge
Consider the acquired channel knowledge is used to construct the probability
density function of the good channel duration, fg,i(x). The inaccuracy of the
acquired channel knowledge is deﬁned as how diﬀerent the constructed fg,i(x)
is compared to the actual probability density function. Formally, the distance
between two probability density functions can be given by their Kullback Leibler
Distance [67], which is also called the relative entropy. Let f ∗g,i(x) be the actual
probability density function for the constructed fg,i(x) through channel probing
mechanism, for x ≥ 0, where x is the good channel durations. Then, the acquired










From (4.9), µi is a non-negative value and the smaller µi means the closer
the constructed probability density function compared to the actual probability
density function. Moreover, µi is zero if and only if fg,i(x) = f
∗
g,i(x). These are
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the properties of Kullback Leibler Distance that can be found in [67].
As can be seen from the wireless channel model that is deﬁned earlier in
Figure 3.2, the actual good channel durations are exponentially distributed with
mean α−1. Therefore,
f ∗g,i(x) = αe
−αx. (4.10)
By assuming that the measured good channel durations through channel
probing are also exponentially distributed with mean E[tg,i] as shown in (4.7),


















By substituting the expressions of µi and pi into (4.8), the ﬁnal form of the














Therefore, if a particular channel characteristic as indicated by α is known,
the value of the probe interval  such that the cost function V is minimized
can be found. To assume that α is known beforehand is reasonable as α can be
obtained through oﬀ-line analysis of the historical data.
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4.2.6 Determine the Suggested Probe Interval, b
From the previous section, as (4.12) is a one dimensional optimization prob-
lem, the desired probe interval b can be found through derivation of V. By







− w22 . (4.13)
By letting (4.13) equals to zero and solve for , there are three roots for ,

























































































Since the probe interval  can only take a positive and real value, there is


















where φ is a variable given by:














4.2.7 Algorithmic Implementation of R-PEDD
In this section, the detailed implementation of R-PEDD will be explained
and the diﬀerences of R-PEDD against that of idealistic PEDD will be pointed
out.
R-PEDD is diﬀerent from PEDD because it does not assume the availability
of perfect channel knowledge at all time. R-PEDD depends on channel probing
mechanism to estimate the occurrence of the next transition from good to bad
channel condition and also to mask oﬀ the queues which are already in bad
channel condition. From the previous section, it is shown that the suggested
probe interval, b can be obtained from (4.14) whereas the time the channel
makes a transition from good to bad channel condition, Ti can be obtained from
(4.1). To avoid confusion, b is referred to as the probe interval hereafter, unless
otherwise stated. The algorithmic implementation of R-PEDD is illustrated in
Figure 4.2. The details of R-PEDD are explained below:
R-PEDD ﬁrst examines all the queues to determine whether queue i is in
good or bad channel condition. As shown in Figure 4.2, R-PEDD selects the
packets from the queue i with Ci less than a threshold, called the probe interval
b. If, on the other hand, Ci is greater than or equal to the prove interval b,
then R-PEDD interprets this to mean that the channel errors are persistent and
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will not include the packet from that queue for scheduling and the queue will be
masked oﬀ. After all queues are examined, R-PEDD will next examine only the
non-masked oﬀ queues. If the packet deadline, di of queue i is greater than Ti
(refer to (4.1)), then di is adjusted to Ti. Otherwise, di will remain as it is. After
all the non-masked oﬀ queues are examined (with or without packet deadline
adjustment), R-PEDD performs EDD packet scheduling to these queues, i.e., R-
PEDD compares the packet deadlines of all the non-masked oﬀ queues, and then
selects the packet with the smallest deadline to be transmitted over the wireless
channel.
4.2.8 Channel Probing for R-PEDD
In this section, the way with which the counter Ci (which is used in the algo-
rithmic implementation of R-PEDD as shown in Figure 4.2) is updated through
channel probing mechanism, is explained.
Observe that the decision to mask oﬀ queues which are in bad channel con-
dition depends on the counter Ci, which is updated by the channel probing pro-
cess. Figure 4.3 illustrates how Ci is updated through probing mechanism. Each
queue i has a corresponding counter, Ci. Initially, all the counters are reset to
zero. During the probing process, a probe packet is sent to every user and the
probability density function of good channel duration of each user is updated.
As can be seen clearly, Ci is the current measured duration of bad channel and
queue i will be masked oﬀ once Ci is greater than a threshold, which is equal to
the probe interval, b (refer to (4.14)). The reason of such updating process is to
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Figure 4.2: Algorithmic implementation of R-PEDD
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avoid masking oﬀ queues that experience transient channel errors. Note that once
queue i is masked oﬀ, it will not be considered for service. During this period,
the counter Ci is increased by probe interval b at every probing instant. When
Ci is increased at each probing instant until it is greater than another threshold,
called the run-time average bad channel period σi, this indicates that queue i has
recovered from the bad channel duration. Then, Ci is reset to zero. As a result,
queue i becomes non-masked oﬀ again and will be considered for service. Observe
that during each probing instant, a probe packet will be sent to every user. This
will indeed consume a lot of bandwidth. In the next section, an enhanced probing
process is introduced, and the new policy is called the R-PEDD+.
4.2.9 Channel Probing for R-PEDD+
Note that the criteria for selecting b from (4.14) is to reduce the probe
traﬃc intensity so that the bandwidth can be saved for data packets. Indeed,
it is not necessary to send probe packets to every user. An enhanced channel
probing mechanism is proposed. This probing mechanism will not send a probe
packet to a user if its channel information can be derived from recent data packet
transmissions as illustrated in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. The R-PEDD that
uses this enhanced probing mechanism is called the R-PEDD+. As can be seen
in Figure 4.4, when there is a channel transition from good to bad condition
encountered by recent data packet transmission between two consecutive probe
instants, R-PEDD+ will not transmit the probe packet at the latter probe instant
but it will use the channel information from the data packet transmission to
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Figure 4.3: Channel probing algorithm for R-PEDD
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Figure 4.4: Measurement of good channel duration if channel information
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Figure 4.5: Measurement of bad channel duration if channel information
from recent data packet transmission is available
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Figure 4.6: Channel probing algorithm for R-PEDD+
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update the measurement of good channel duration. Similarly, Figure 4.5 shows
the measurement of bad channel duration if the recent data packet transmission
detected a channel transition from bad to good condition between two probe
instants. Again, some bandwidth will be saved for data packet as R-PEDD+
does not need to send probe packet to obtain channel information at the latter
probe instant once the channel information can be derived from recent data packet
transmission that happens between two probe instants. Note that the channel
information from recent data packet transmissions will be used in the updating
process of good and bad channel durations if it is the ﬁrst to detect that a
channel transition has occurred. Furthermore, if there are more than one data
packets being transmitted during the interval of two consecutive probe instants,
only the information from the ﬁrst data packet that detected a transition will
be used for updating the good and bad channel durations. Figure 4.6 shows the
channel probing mechanism used in R-PEDD+. Observe that the only diﬀerence
between R-PEDD+ and R-PEDD lies in the channel probing mechanism but the
algorithmic implementation of R-PEDD+ follows that of R-PEDD as shown in
Figure 4.2.
4.3 Simulation Results
In this section, performances of various realistic versions of PEDD are bench-
marked and evaluated through random event simulations using OPNET [65]. The
traﬃc source with the same settings as in Chapter 3 is used to ensure consistency
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in the simulation results. In this simulation, the size of a probe packet is assumed
to be 40 times smaller than the size of a data packet. For ease of presentation,
the results in which the average traﬃc source oﬀ period λ is set to 2 × 10−4 are
focused on.
4.3.1 Benchmarking R-PEDD Against PEDD
In this section, the performance of practical R-PEDD is compared against
that of PEDD which is idealistic. R-PEDD acquires the channel information
through probing process as shown in Figure 4.3 in the previous section. The
probe packets need to be sent at each probe interval so that the changes in the
channel conditions can be well captured. The suggested probe interval b can
be found in (4.14). However, b depends on the weighting factors w1 and w2.
Therefore, the ﬁrst task is to study the eﬀect of these weighting factors on the
performance of R-PEDD.
Through extensive simulations, it is observed that the system throughput
of R-PEDD is aﬀected by the ratio of w2/w1. When the ratio of w2/w1 is ﬁrst
decreased, the system throughput increases. However, when the ratio of w2/w1
is further decreased up to a certain threshold, the system throughput decreases.
Figure 4.7 shows the thresholds of w2/w1 that yield the highest system throughput
for R-PEDD, which are obtained from simulations for diﬀerent values of α. As
these values are very small, which are in the range of 10−5, it is concluded that
probing frequently to acquire channel knowledge is much more beneﬁcial than
saving bandwidth for data packet transmissions. Observe also that the value of
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Figure 4.7: The w2/w1 values that yield the highest system throughput for
diﬀerent α, β = 0.55
w2 is so much smaller compared to w1. Initially, w1 and w2 were ﬁxed at 1.0
and 1.0 × 10−5 respectively for simplicity. However, after some corrections done
in the revision of thesis, it is found the suggested probe interval b has been
reformulated. Using w1 = 1.0 and w2 = 1.0 × 10−5 in the b (refer to (4.14))
in this revised thesis results in a probe interval that is about 1.5 × 10−4 bigger
than the probe interval obtained using b before the thesis is revised. The bigger
probe interval will result in higher channel knowledge inaccuracy. Thereafter,
adjustment to w2 is done to reduce the channel knowledge inaccuracy. It is found
that by reducing w2 to 0.975 × 10−5, the b (refer to (4.14)) in this revised thesis
equals to the b before the thesis is revised. With this, the same simulation
results can be obtained. Therefore, in this revised thesis, w1 and w2 are ﬁxed at
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Figure 4.8: The suggested probe interval b for diﬀerent α, β = 0.55
1.0 and 0.975 × 10−5 respectively hereafter, to fully utilize the simulation results
that were obtained previously.
Since w1 and w2 are ﬁxed, the probe interval b can now be computed for
diﬀerent α according to (4.14). As an example, it is shown that the suggested
probe interval b can be computed for diﬀerent values of α in Figure 4.8. From
the ﬁgure, it is observed that the probe interval b is larger for smaller values
of α. This is indeed reasonable because when α is smaller, the average good
channel duration becomes longer implying a longer interval between changes in
the channel conditions. Therefore, a larger probe interval is suﬃcient to capture
the changes in the channel condition.
Given now that the probe interval b can be found as shown in Figure 4.8,
the next step is to compare the actual and estimated probability density func-
tions of good channel durations for diﬀerent values of α and β. The estimated
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the actual and the estimated probability
density functions of good channel durations
probability density function is constructed from the acquired channel informa-
tion through channel probing mechanism. From Figure 4.9, it is shown that the
estimated probability density function is close to the actual probability density
function. This suggests the correctness of b and thus the proposed channel
probing mechanism is eﬀective and eﬃcient.
Since the eﬃciency of the probing mechanism is veriﬁed above, the perfor-
mance of R-PEDD against that of PEDD is benchmarked next. Recall from (4.1)
that R-PEDD uses the estimated probability density function of good channel du-
ration to predict next channel transition from good to bad condition. However,
this requires a pre-setting of a probability threshold γ. The selection of γ aﬀects
the system throughput. The left hand side of (4.1) is the cummulative density
function of the measured good channel duration whereas the γ on the right hand
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Figure 4.10: Determination of Ti on the cummulative density function of
measured good channel duration
side of (4.1) is a probability threshold on the vertical axis of the cummulative
density function. After a pre-setting of γ, the value of Ti (refer to (4.1)) can
be obtained from the horizontal axis of the cummulative density function of the
measured good channel duration as depicted in Figure 4.10.
From the extensive simulations that have been carried out, it is observed that
the probability density of the measured good channel duration reduces when Ti
increases (i.e. when γ increases). This is due to the fact that the good channel
duration is exponentially distributed in which its probability density is suﬃciently
high when γ is in the range of 0 to 0.5 compared to its probability density when γ
is higher than 0.5. The value chosen for γ should not be close to 1 as it will result
in a Ti that is signiﬁcantly large with very small probability density. Therefore,
logically, γ should be chosen within the range of 0 to 0.5. However, in reality,
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Figure 4.11: The selection of γ that gives the highest system throughput
the selection of γ depends on the characteristics of the channel and there exists
no intuitive rule for making such a selection. Extensive simulations have been
performed by varying γ within the range of 0 to 0.5 for every pair of α and β.
The best value of γ for a particular pair of α and β, is the γ that gave the best
result in terms of system throughput among all the simulations that have been
carried out. As an example, in Figure 4.11, the best value of γ that gives the
highest system throughput for α = 0.05 and β = 0.55 in R-PEDD is 0.15.
The system throughput of Figure 4.12 and the packet drop ratio of Fig-
ure 4.13 are plotted using the best values of γ. From these two ﬁgures, the
performance of R-PEDD is always not as good as the performance of PEDD
although it is shown in Figure 4.9 that R-PEDD is capable of acquiring quite
accurate channel knowledge. This observation suggests that the probing mecha-
nism is not good enough and a better channel knowledge acquisition mechanism
























Figure 4.12: System throughput, R-PEDD versus PEDD
is required to further approximate the performance of PEDD. Observe that the
current mechanism is not sensitive for larger values of α as indicated in Figure 4.8.
To be speciﬁc, the suggested probe interval b becomes invariant to α when α
is larger than 2.0. This is not intuitive as logically b should not converge. The
convergence of b can be traced back to the formulation of the cost function V
in (4.12). This is because although the cost function leads to a compromise in
the channel knowledge inaccuracy for system throughput, the impact of channel
knowledge inaccuracy on system throughput is not well captured. From Fig-
ure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, it can be seen clearly that the performance diﬀerence
between PEDD and R-PEDD grows when α increases, both in terms of system
throughput and packet drop ratio. This leads to a conclusion that R-PEDD is
most suitable for small values of α only.






















Figure 4.13: Packet drop ratio, R-PEDD versus PEDD
4.3.2 Benchmarking R-PEDD Against R-PEDD+
In this section, the performance of R-PEDD is compared to that of R-
PEDD+. Recall that the diﬀerence between R-PEDD and R-PEDD+ lies only
in the channel probing mechanism. While R-PEDD sends probe packets to all
the users, R-PEDD+ does not send probe packets to the user whose channel in-
formation can be derived from the recent data packet transmissions. By doing
so, R-PEDD+ should save some bandwidth due to lower probe traﬃc intensity.
However, this may result in lower accuracy in acquired channel knowledge. With
reference to Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, it is observed that R-PEDD+ outper-
forms R-PEDD both in terms system throughput and packet drop ratio. This
shows that the gain in bandwidth saving due to the enhanced probing mecha-
nism surpluses the increase in the channel knowledge inaccuracy and therefore the
channel probing mechanism used by R-PEDD+ is a better approach compared
























Figure 4.14: System throughput, R-PEDD+ versus R-PEDD
to that of R-PEDD. Furthermore, the performance of R-PEDD+ is also closer
to the idealistic PEDD. Thus, this again implies that a better channel knowl-
edge acquisition mechanism is required to be included in the reformulation of the
cost function V so that the impact of channel prediction inaccuracy on system
throughput can be well captured.
Reference [68] and [69] pointed out that the channel prediction accuracy de-
pends on the prediction horizon, i.e., how far the future should be predicted.
In fact, the channel prediction accuracy decreases with the prediction horizon.
Notice that R-PEDD+ derives the channel information from recent data packet
transmissions if there is a data packet being transmitted between two probe in-
stants. By doing so, R-PEDD+ does not need to send probe packets at every
probe instant and more bandwidth can be saved for data packet transmissions.
However, if the interval between two probe instants is too long, the channel be-




















Figure 4.15: Packet drop ratio, R-PEDD+ versus R-PEDD
havior might have changed when the next probe instant is reached. To overcome
the inaccuracy caused by increase in the prediction horizon, the channel informa-
tion from recent data packet transmissions can be further reﬁned. Assuming that
a data packet is transmitted for queue i at time td,i and there is a probe instant
at time tp,i before the occurrence of td,i. Assuming also that there is a channel
transition detected by data transmission at td,i. A more accurate estimate of the
channel transition time is suggested to be td,i plus tp,i divided by two. Also, this
reﬁnement in channel transition time should be used in the calculation of mea-
sured run-time average of good and bad channel periods. Thus, the cost function
in (4.12) will be reformulated to better capture the changes in the channel condi-
tions. By using the newly formulated cost function, it will be interesting to study
the eﬀect of channel prediction inaccuracy on the overall system performance. In
addition to that, reference [69] also pointed out an interesting fact that since R-
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PEDD and R-PEDD+ are highly dependent on probe packets to acquire channel
knowledge, the eﬃciency of both policies will also be aﬀected by the length ratio
of probe packets to that of data packets. Therefore, another possible extension
that can be done is to study the eﬀect of the length ratio of probe packets to
that of data packets on the overall system performance. This ratio may also be
included in the reformulation of the cost function so that the best probe packet
length that maximizes the system performance can be found. These studies will
be left for future works. Nevertheless, the overall simulation results show that
both R-PEDD and R-PEDD+ are capable of approximating the idealistic PEDD
in a realistic wireless channel environment.
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4.4 Summary
In this chapter, a realistic version of PEDD called R-PEDD has been de-
veloped. R-PEDD uses a channel probing mechanism to acquire the necessary
channel information in order to make packet deadline adjustment. As an improve-
ment to R-PEDD, a more eﬃcient probing mechanism that derives the channel
information from recent data packet transmissions has been further proposed.
To diﬀerentiate itself from R-PEDD, this policy is called R-PEDD+. R-PEDD+
is diﬀerent compared to R-PEDD only in terms of channel probing mechanism,
but both policies have the same algorithmic implementation. Simulation results
have shown that both R-PEDD and R-PEDD+ are only suitable for small val-
ues of α in which the channel changes are less rapid. Also, the performance of
R-PEDD+ is closer to PEDD compared to that of R-PEDD, both in terms of
system throughput and packet drop ratio. There are rooms for improvement for
these policies especially in capturing the impacts of channel prediction inaccuracy
and length ratio of probe packets over data packets on the system performance.
However, the overall simulation results have shown that both R-PEDD and R-





In this thesis, PEDD has been deﬁned and developed to support real-time
packets over wireless channels. PEDD dynamically changes a packet’s deadline
in anticipation of an upcoming degradation in its channel quality. By doing so,
PEDD is better compared to FEDD as it takes into consideration both the delay
upper bound requirement of real-time packets and time-varying channel condi-
tions. Performance analysis has shown that PEDD outperforms FEDD when
there is a service order diﬀerence. The performance of PEDD has also been
studied through extensive simulations using OPNET. PEDD has been shown to
outperform a number of deadline-based scheduling policies in wireless network.
Speciﬁcally, PEDD increases system throughput by approximately 30% and re-
duces packet drop ratio due to delay violation by about 45 times compared to a
reactive scheduling policy such as FEDD. However, the improvements reduce to
18% and 3.3 times respectively when the traﬃc load is 100 times smaller because
less packets are involved in service reordering and packet deadline adjustment.
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However, PEDD itself is idealistic as it assumes the perfect channel knowl-
edge is available at all time. To be practical, an explicit mechanism is required for
PEDD to acquire channel information that serves two purposes: to make decision
when to mask oﬀ users in bad channel conditions and to proactively adjust packet
deadlines in anticipation of an upcoming degradation in channel quality. Specif-
ically, PEDD needs to estimate when the channel makes a transition from good
to bad condition and to adjust the packet deadline accordingly. However, the ex-
isting channel knowledge acquisition schemes only obtain channel information to
predict whether the channel is in good or bad condition at a particular instant or
to estimate the bad channel period. Therefore, a new channel knowledge acqui-
sition scheme must be developed such that it not only estimates the bad channel
period, but also predicts how long the channel is going to stay in good condi-
tion when it recovers from bad channel duration. A realistic version of PEDD
called R-PEDD that uses a probing mechanism to acquire channel information
has been developed. As probe packets consume bandwidth, a further improve-
ment to R-PEDD is needed. This leads to R-PEDD+ that dynamically derives
the channel information from recent data packet transmissions without having to
send probe packets to every user. Simulation results showed that although the
performance of R-PEDD+ is closer to PEDD compared to R-PEDD, both poli-
cies are only most suitable for small values of α when the channel changes are less
rapid. This is because the channel prediction inaccuracy on system throughput
is not well captured. Nonetheless, both R-PEDD and R-PEDD+ are capable of
approximating PEDD in a realistic wireless channel environment.
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